Chinese Culture Trunk Inventory

1. Calligraphy materials for use by student (Instructions and cautions inside front cover)
2. Calligraphy kit for exhibit only
3. Brush painted scroll (The last character on the right is the character for horse)
4. National Flag of China
5. Chairman Mao Cap
6. Chinese money (5 yuan note; 3 1 jiao coins)
7. Propaganda posters (2)
8. Beijing Opera Masks
9. Book about Chinese Opera
10. Yeh-Shen, A Cinderella Story from China (1 book)
11. Chinese New Year Good Luck Sign
12. Hong bao 红包 New Year Red Envelopes
13. CD of contemporary Chinese rock songs
14. Abacus
15. Chinese comic books (2)
16. Phone cards
17. The People’s Daily Newspaper
18. Ancient China (1 book)
19. Terracotta soldier figurines (2) and postcards
20. Folding Fans (4)
21. Map of East Asia (Notice that China looks like a chicken)
22. Information folder
The last character on the right is the character for horse。